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February’s Meeting
Our speaker for this month’s meeting will be AU

member Dale Lowdermilk, our resident meteorite
aficionado. Here, in his own words, is what he plans
to cover: What are meteorites and where are they

from? How can you identify a meteorite from a
“meteor-wrong?” Where are the largest intact
meteorites in the world? What is the importance of

science, math, geology, astronomy, and chemistry?
Why  today’s 1st through 7 th graders might be able to
save our planet.

Is Earth in danger of large meteorite or asteroid
impact? What happened to the dinosaurs? Where do

all the elements come from? What happened in
Tunguska, Siberia on June 30, 1908 that was
important? Are comets as dangerous as meteorites?

Some strange things found in meteorites - sugar, salt
water,  and maybe “bugs from Mars.” What object
came within 280,000 miles of hitting Earth on May
28, 1996? What are tektites, and why are they so

controversial? What is the most expensive
meteorite?

I'll be bringing “hands-on” samples of real
meteorites, including a piece of Allende, which
contains chondritic materials which are suspected to

be part of the pre-solar nebula; stuff which may be
older than the Sun!

At the end of my presentation, Steve Schmidt will
ask the audience three questions (even I don't know
what the questions will be).  The first person to

answer correctly will get a piece of Nantan, an iron
meteorite which fell in China in the year 1516.  The
second question must be answered by someone who

is at most 16 years old, and the third question must
be answered by someone who is at most 10 years

old.  Each of the three correct answers will receive a
Nantan.

My goal is to educate and inspire tomorrow’s
astronomers, scientists, and mathematicians, because
our future will be in their hands and minds.

Planning Meeting
Do you have input for future AU activities? If so,
come to the planning meeting at 6 PM on Saturday,

February 9 in the classroom adjacent to Steve’s
office at SBMNH.  Everyone is welcome.

January’s Meeting
It was standing room only (126 people!) for Dr. Alex
Filippenko’s presentation, an informative and

entertaining lecture on the results of the high Z
supernova studies. It looks like the geometry of the
Universe is flat, and there is a “dark energy”

expansion of space which will dominate the force of
gravity and cause space to expand at an accelerating
rate as time goes on. If you missed it, don’t despair –

Alex said he’d be glad to come back again next year!
See the photos on the inside pages, courtesy of Frank
Cassidy. More images can be found on the AU web

page. A set of video tapes of Professor Filippenko's
40-lecture series on Astronomy is on sale for
$119.95 (down from $500) at The Teaching

Company (www.teach12.com or 1-800-832-2412).

Thanks, Volunteers!
Late December through mid January were quiet for
outreach, but AU volunteers Gretchen & Greg
Brinser, Art Harris, June Kelley, Pat McPartlin,



Edgar Ocampo, and Craig Prater showed the sky to

202 customers.

The outreach schedules are subject to change, so to

get the latest information, visit the web page and
check “Events” or the bulletin board (under the
“Observing” topic), or contact Edgar or Chuck. Try

to let one of us know ahead of time if you are
planning to show up at an outreach event.

Dr. Alex Filippenko, former SB Astronomy Club
member.

AU Events for February
Friday, February 1, 7:30 PM – Monthly meeting in
Farrand Hall at SBMNH.

Sunday, February 3, setup 6:30 PM – Elderhostel
outreach at Camp Ramah in Ojai.

Thursday, February 7, setup 6:30 PM – Rain date if
the Kellogg School January 31 event is clouded out.

Saturday, February 9, 6 PM – Planning meeting in

the Education Classroom outside Steve’s office at
SBMNH.

Saturday, February 9, 8:30 PM – Monthly Public
Star Party at SBMNH. Dark Sky? Ask Paul Winn.

Friday, February 15, 7 PM – Monthly public

observation at Westmont College.

Thursday, February 28, setup 6:30 PM – La Patera

School outreach for second grade classes.

Is this a crowd, or what?



Large Dob Conversion Kit
Do you have a large truss-tube Dobsonian telescope
from Discovery, Obsession, or JMI? Tired of lugging
around that heavy mirror and bulky, awkward truss

tubes? Tired of teetering on a marginally stable
ladder to observe? Sick of diffraction spikes from
your spider?

Ocular Industries has just the thing for you! Our
innovative BHCS Conversion Kit for large Dobs

replaces your old technology glass mirror with a
state-of-the-art gravitational lensing system. Our
patented Black Hole Confinement System converts

your upper tube assembly into a superconducting
electromagnetic torus that safely holds a low-mass
black hole at the exact center of your optical path.

No cool-down time! Just set up and start observing!

We eliminate that fragile, heavy glass mirror. If your
aperture exceeds 14 inches, our black hole may

weigh less than your current mirror! Donate it to a
local school and write it off. Since our kit converts
your reflector into a refracting system, you just

mount your secondary mirror and focuser on the
rocker box! No more ladders and embarrassing
eyepiece positions.

And, since we use a magnetic confinement system
for our black hole (produced with a precise electric

charge and magnetic field in our laboratories), we
use another electromagnetic field to suspend the
upper tube assembly at the precise focal length

above your rocker box. Turn those truss tubes into a
lawn chair! Your new focal length will, of course, be
much longer than your original scope's, but that just

means you get more magnification out of those
eyepieces.

Interested in our discount program for beta testers?

Call Ocular Industries at 805-564-9002 for pricing
and availability.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOR SALE: 12.5” f/5 Dobsonian, contact Joe Doyle
at jdoyle@mrl.ucsb.edu   or   683-6187.
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Steve Schmidt 682-4711x316
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AU AstroNews is the monthly publication of the

Astronomical Unit (AU), mailed to the general
membership. Submit stuff by the 20th of the month!

Current annual membership rates are:

Single        $15 Family $25

Our address is:

Astronomical Unit
C/O Santa Barbara Museum

of Natural History
2559 Puesta Del Sol Road

Santa Barbara, CA 93105-2998

On the Web:  www.sbau.org
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